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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

 

19. Drain   

 

Attribute: The card of releasing 

 

General Meaning: Letting go, sense of loss, money going out, 

purchases, debts, bills 

 

Soul Goal: To let go of negative attachments 

 

 

 

When throwing a bucket of dirty water down a Drain, very little thought is spared for the mysterious 

path the water is about to take. Releasing the water is an effortless act of letting go because the water 

has been identified as tainted and worthless and there’s no emotional attachment to it. In contrast, 

we’ve been taught on a societal level to try and find the value in everything and to hold onto it with 

white knuckles for as long as humanly possible. An item we hold onto will often be passed down 

through the generations for someone else to be its keeper, along with its layer of dust.  

Even with a high degree of damage, a “repair at all costs” mentality is usually applied, all in the name 

of not letting go. Notre Dame cathedral in Paris is one example. The fire in 2019 did such significant 

damage to the structure. Amid trying to put the flames out, fire fighters were also tasked with rescuing 

artefacts. The gothic cathedral dates back to the 12th century and the reconstruction efforts have been 

more about preserving the emotional meaning rather than the building itself. Physically, the building 

has lost its authenticity but once reopened, the same sentimentality is likely to fill the empty spaces 

within the walls for years to come. The $1 billion plus donations are testament to the human instinct 

of holding on to something based on a deep emotional connection and applying great value to it.  

Advice 

If emotional attachment keeps us holding onto things, then like discarding water down a Drain, an 

emotion detachment is needed to let something go. The head must rule the heart and it’s important to 

find psychological peace in the act of letting go. Perhaps you’ve continued to tell a story that keeps 

you connected to pain and past trauma. The key is to analyse your story and then adopt a new 

perspective about why you may have suffered in the first place.  

Instead of staying attached to the emotional impact of a past experience, become an observer in your 

own story. It may help to visualise sitting in a movie theatre, watching your life unfold on the screen 

and methodically picking it apart scene by scene. Like releasing dirty water into a Drain without 

questioning its destination – this is your moment to detach yourself from the contaminated parts of 

your memories and let them go once and for all.  


